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"At some stage of evolution one or more 
species must have made the momentous 
discovery that a very convenient source of 
food consists of the tissues of other 
organisms. And whatever the first form of 
life on earth may have been we find at the 
present time that all organisms have 
provided themselves with some membrane 
or shield to protect themselves against 
invasion from the outside." 

William C Boyd, Fundamentals of 
Immunology 1956 

Boris I. Kuperman and Victoria E. Matey,	2000	
hVp://www.sci.sdsu.edu/salton/FishParasitePoster.html 

	

“ It was probably not very late in the history of evolution that 
another and about equally important discovery was made. Instead 
of simply eating other individuals and thus obtaining 
nourishment, certain organisms can learn to live with or upon 
other organisms and obtain theire nourishment, either by eating 
portions of the tissues or by absorbing food which would 
otherwise be utilized by the host. 
…Immunity denotes the resistance which an organism offers 
against aggression by a parasite. The study of immunity… is only 
a branch of biology and it could even be maintained that it is only 
a branch of ecology. 
 W. Boyd Op. cit. 



	

•  Analogy:	func&onal	similarity	without	similarity	of	structure	
and	origin.	

		
•  Homology:	similarity	of	structure,	not	necessarily	of	func&on	

and	aVributable	to	common	origin.	
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Ohno’s	Hypothesis		
“Evolu&on	by	gene	duplica&on”	1970	

Genome	Duplica&ons	
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•  Simultaneous threats: Viruses, Bacteria, Archea, fungi, individuals of the same 
•  species, damaged tissues,variants of self.

•  Simultaneous responses:   Physical barriers,RNA interference, restriction, intracelluar 
mechanisms, surface receptors.

•  One may anticipate an  original diversity of immune mechanisms:

      Cell autonomous immunity: Intracellular: NLR,TRIMs, RIG1-L etc

Constitutive soluble: Complement (C‘),  PPO, clotting e.g.

. Inducible cellular responses (proliferation and synthesis of effector molecules)
in a specialized cell lineage: Receptor – Signalling – Effector 

often articulated around conserved domains and conserved signal transduction cascades

TRIMs	

-Multiple and diverse but not an endless diversity due to constraints: 
IgSF, LRR, Lectins,(barrels) PGRP, GNBP, C‘, thioester forming proteins, Fibronectin, EGF
-One	domain,	several	binding	possibili&es,	several	combina&ons	possible	(LRR	Ig	lec&ns)
-So one expects sharing, scoop of committment, combinatorial usage of elements,
 analogies, convergences etc.

                                          The arsenal and its limitations
	
	



Proc	Biol	Sci.	2012	Aug	7;279(1740):3049-54.	doi:	10.1098/rspb.2012.0407.	Epub	2012	
Apr	11.	

The	role	of	moul6ng	in	parasite	defence.	
Duneau	D,	Ebert	D.	

	

•  Dangerous	or	beneficial?	
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Induction of melanization by forced expression of PGRP-LE in Drosophila.  

Takehana A et al. PNAS 2002;99:13705-13710 

©2002 by National Academy of Sciences 

MASP	=	mannose-associated	serine	protease	1	

Phagocytosis	in	Monocellular	organisms	

	Diploblas&c	Metazoa	
		Epithelial	immunity	

					Triplobas&c	Metazoa	
Macrophages	,	lymphocytes	and	alike	

Division	of	the	work	
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Current	Opinion	in	MicrobiologyVolume	11,	Issue	3,	June	2008,	Pages	271-276	

2	molecules	involved	in	the	Phagocytosis	(sen&nel	cells)	in	Dictyostelium	
	Conserva&on	of	LRR/Ig	architecture	and	of	TIR	domains	

	SLRa	has	also	the	architecture	of	a	cytokine	receptor	responding	to	neurotrophin	–	L	cytokines	

Borrowing	and	recombine	from:	
Phagocytosis	Monocellular	organisms	

Among	several	phagocy&c	receptors	some	show	domain	conserva&on	between	Protozoa	and	Metazoa	

Copyright,	M.J.	Grimson	&	R.L.	Blanton.	Biological	Sciences	Electron	Microscopy	Laboratory,	Texas	Tech	University	

Dictyostelium	

Science.	2007	Aug	3;	317(5838):	678–681.	

Dictyostelium	sen&nel	cells	having	absorbed	ethidium	bromide	(red)	

Phagocytosis	
Involvement	of	extracelluar	LRR	
	and	intracellular	TIR	domains	

in	Hydra	(Cnidaria)	



Most	elements	conserved	since	Porifera	


